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Abstract 
Shakhmatov ( 1990) proved that precompact groups can be presented as quotients of zero- 
dimensional precompact ones with preservation of the weight. We obtain here a new proof of 
this result in the abelian case making no use of free topological groups. We study the question 
when various properties (total minimality, being torsion-free. etc.) can be preserved under this 
process of lifting. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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0. Introduction 
In this work we consider only Tychonoff spaces, in particular. all topological groups 
are Hausdorff. 
Many properties of topological groups, e.g., connectedness, compactness and many of 
their generalizations, are preserved under formation of quotients, but this fails in general 
for other topological properties as total disconnectedness, completeness, minimality, etc. 
(more detail about these three properties will be given at the end of Section 1). A good 
evidence for the failure of a property Cp to be preserved under formation of quotients 
is presenting r\~u topological group as a quotient of a group with (p. In this paper 
we shall discuss this phenomenon with respect to zero-dimensionality (a space X is 
xro-dimetzsiottnl if X has a base of clopen sets). 
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Quotients of zero-dimensional locally compact groups are zero-dimensional [45], 
this was extended to pseudocompact groups by TkaEenko [37. Corollary 31 (a space 
X is pseudocompact if every continuous function X ---f IR is bounded). In general 
the passage to quotients need not preserve zero-dimensionality. The first example to 
this effect can be found in Kaplan [23] who showed that R is a quotient of a zero- 
dimensional metrizable group (R was presented earlier as a quotient of a totally dis- 
connected group in [5, Chapter 3, p. 21, Exercise 211). Arhangel’skii [l] pushed this 
further by proving that every topological group with countable base is a quotient of 
a zero-dimensional group with countable base and asked if every topological group G 
is a quotient of a zero-dimensional topological group H. He answered positively this 
question in [2] showing that H may be assumed hereditarily paracompact, but in gen- 
eral the weight of H may be greater than that of G. The same result is contained 
also in a the survey paper [3, Problem 121, where Arhangel’skii posed the follow- 
ing question: is every topological group G a quotient of a zero-dimensional topolog- 
ical group H of the same weight? TkaEenko [39. Theorem 1.11 proved this around 
1989. 
The problem of (non-)preservation of zero-dimensionality under quotients can be 
considered also in some classes of topological groups. As we mentioned above, zero- 
dimensionality is preserved under taking quotients in the class of locally compact groups 
and in the class of pseudocompact group. This suggests us that we restrict our investi- 
gation within appropriate classes of compact-like groups. 
As a generalization of compactness we consider precompactness: a topological group 
G is precompact (respectively icr-bounded [21]) if G can be covered by finitely (re- 
spectively countably) many translates of any open nonempty set U C G. Precompact 
groups are precisely the subgroups of the compact groups [44] and the class of pre- 
compact groups contains that of pseudocompact ones [6]. Here the passage to quotients 
fails to preserve zero-dimensionality in the strongest possible way: Shakhmatov proved 
that every precompact (abelian) topological group is a quotient of a zero-dimensional 
precompact (abelian) group of the same weight [29, Corollary 4.41. 
Following Shakhmatov [3 1 ] we call a class R of topological groups ind-representable 
if every G e ‘FI is a quotient of a zero-dimensional group from ‘H of the same weight. 
According to Tkacenko’s (respectively Shakhmatov’s) result the class of all topological 
(precompact) groups is ind-representable. The following list of ind-representable classes 
can be found in [31, Theorem 7.21: 
(a) precompact (abelian) groups [29, Corollary 4.41; 
(b) metrizable (abelian) groups (Bel’nov [4] and coban [7]); 
(c) w-bounded groups [7]; 
(d) (abelian) Lindelijf C-groups3 [33]; 
(e) o-compact (abelian) groups [33]. 
i A space is a Lindeliif C-space if it belongs to the smallest class of spaces that contains both compact spaces 
and me&able spaces and is closed under taking countable products. closed subspaces and continuous images 
~241. 
In this paper we propose a simpler proof of the ind-representability of the class of 
abelian precompact groups without any recourse to free topological groups. As a by- 
product we get many new ind-representable classes. Detailed description of our results is 
given in Section 1, the proofs are given in Section 2. In Section 3 we offer some further 
comments and open problems. 
We denote by IV and IF’ the sets of naturals and primes. respectively, by Z the integers 
by Q the rationals, by R the reals, by ic the complex numbers, by T the unit circle group 
in C. by Z[, the p-adic integers (p E p). Let G be a topological group and /I be a subset 
of G. We denote by I (or 0. in case G is abelian) the neutral element of G. by (21) the 
subgroup of G generated by A% by x the closure of .-I. by r/l(G) the weight of G and by 
e the Weil completion of G. 
1. Main results 
The proofs. both in [39] and [30], make use of the free (precompact) topological 
group to obtain some presentation of the given (precompact) group G as a quotient of 
zero-dimensional (precompact) group Ho and then factorize the obtained quotient homo- 
morphism Ha -+ G using the powerful factorization technique developed by TkaCenko 
[38,39] in order to present G as a quotient of a zero-dimensional group H of the same 
weight. Such a procedure does not give a sufficiently good insight on the zero-dimensional 
group H obtained in this way. Even in the simplest case of the one-dimensional torus 
G = T. one cannot see clearly which zero-dimensional precompact metrizable group H 
comes out from this construction. We give a simpler proof of Shakhmatov’s result in the 
case of abelian precompact groups with no recourse to free topological groups (see Corol- 
lary 2.7 and Lemma 2.8 for a direct proof). Our technique enables us to present also some 
precompact abelian groups as quotients of zero-dimensional ones from the same class. 
Here we consider two important generalizations of compactness: a group G is ~zinitiral 
(totul/y minimal) if every continuous isomorphism (surjective homomorphism) G - H 
is open [ 13,341. By the well-known theorem of Prodanov and Stoyanov. minimal abelian 
groups are precompact [27]. The following generalization of connectedness will also be 
needed here: a group G is o-connected if G has no proper open normal subgroups [ 12. 
Section 1. A]. Clearly, a precompact group G is o-connected iff its completion (: is 
connected (i.e.. when G is uniformly connected). 
Our approach permits a closer look at the zero-dimensional group H, so we can assure 
also (total) minimality or o-connectedness of H if the starting group G has this property. 
We offer two constructions, in the first (easier) one we cover T by an appropriate zero- 
dimensional subgroup HT of ‘I” containing (Q/Z)’ such that every abelian precompact 
group G of weight CL is a quotient of a subgroup Hc; of IIF. Actually, we can say more 
about the group Hc: 
Theorem 1.1. For every abelian precompact group G qf +t*eight (I there exists N dense 
zero-dimensional subgroup Hc of G x T’” such tht the restriction @‘tlzeQrst projection to 
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HG is an open homomorphism onto G and HG f’ ((0) x 7P) = (0) x (Q/Z)Q. Moreover: 
HG is (totally) minimal (respectively o-connected) ifs G has the same proper@. 
Since the group (Q/Z) a is divisible, there exists an algebraic isomorphism HG Z 
G x (Q/Z)“. Clearly this isomorphism need not be topological, as G need not be zero- 
dimensional. In case of countable weight (E the product G x Y’ can be replaced by 
G x T” with any (eventually finite) k < in such that G is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of 7Tk. 
Obviously, the group HG given by Theorem 1.1 is never torsion-free. The second of 
our constructions gives a group HG which is in addition torsion-free. In both cases the 
quotient morphisms HG + G are obtained in a simple straightforward way from the 
quotient morphisms HT -+ T. Moreover, the groups HT have the additional property of 
having all powers totally minimal. This permits to prove that every precompact (totally 
minimal) abelian group is a quotient of a zero-dimensional precompact (totally minimal) 
torsion-free abelian group of the same weight: 
Theorem 1.2. Every abelian precompact group G is a quotient of a zero-dimensional 
precompact torsion-free abelian group HG of the same weight. Moreover; ifG is (totally) 
minimal, then HG has the same property. 
This theorem produces new ind-representable classes. Denote by C the class of o- 
connected precompact abelian groups, by M (respectively 7) the class of minimal (re- 
spectively totally minimal) abelian groups. Let 7r C ItD and let F, denote the class of 
precompact abelian group with no p-torsion elements for p E J?\rr. In particular, &D is the 
class of all precompact abelian groups, while Fo is the class of precompact torsion-free 
abelian groups. 
The above theorem obviously implies that all classes Fr are ind-representable (so that 
there are 2”’ new ind-representable classes). More precisely: 
Corollary 1.3. Let YT C P. Then the classes C, .Fx, 7, M. 7 n 3z. M n 3n, M n C 
and I n C, as well as all their unions, with r varying in P(p), are ind-representable. 
The proof of this corollary, as well as that of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 will be given in 
Section 2. 
Let us note finally that according to an unpublished result of V. Pestov (see also [2, 
Section 131 for a stronger result) every group G can be presented as a quotient of a 
zero-dimensional group H admitting a coarser metrizable topology. This result cannot 
have a counterpart in the class of precompact groups since precompactness would imply 
IGI 6 JHI < 2”. 
Preservation of other properties under quotients 
Following [20], we call a topological space X hereditarily disconnected, if all con- 
nected components of X are trivial, and totally disconnected if all quasi-components 
of X are trivial (i.e., distinct points of X can be separated by a partition). Quotients of 
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totally disconnected compact-like groups are discussed in [lo] and [ 121. The preservation 
of zero-dimensional&y under quotients in the class P of pseudocompact groups yields 
that P is not ind-representable. Nevertheless, the “extension technique” from [lo] gives 
the following counterpart concerning total disconnectedness: eveq pseudocompact group 
h- is u quotient of a totully disconnected pseudocompact group H of the same dimension, 
with w(H) = max{,tl!(hY),til } (announced in [12], and in [lo. Theorem 151 in the case 
of a connected group h-). This is the best possible result since taking quotients does not 
increase dimension in the class of pseudocompact groups and u,(H) > w(K) only in 
the case of compact metrizable group K (necessarily, since otherwise H must be com- 
pact). On the other hand, by [ 1 I. Theorem 2.11, quotients of hereditarily disconnected 
countably compact groups are totally disconnected. even zero-dimensional. 
Uspenskij proved that every topological group is a quotient of a Weil-complete group 
(this is not given explicitly in his paper [42]. but it follows immediately from one of 
the main results of [42]). Recently Uspenskij announced that every topological group is 
a quotient of a complete minimal group [43]. This gives the strongest possible (simul- 
taneous) evidence for the failure of preservation of minimality or completeness under 
quotients. To finish with completeness we mention also another possibility to measure 
this phenomenon in the case of completeness considered in [ 181: a topological group 
G is h-complete if every continuous homomorphic image of G is complete. It turns 
out that nilpotent h-complete groups are compact [lg. Corollary 3.91. However, in the 
general case h-complete groups remain closer to the complete ones: complete groups 
are precisely closed subgroups of h-complete groups (since Uspenskij showed that every 
topological group is a subgroup of a complete minimal topologically simple group [43]). 
2. Proofs of the main results 
Zero-dimensional groups are studied in [28-301 and [32] (in particular, the reader can 
find there a proof of the fact that for precompact groups zero-dimensionality with respect 
to all three basic dimension functions dim, ind, Ind coincide [20]). 
For a topological group G we denote by td(G) the set of all elements z of G such that 
the cyclic subgroup (x) equipped with the induced topology is either finite or isomorphic 
to Z equipped with a group topology having as local base at 0 a family of nontrivial 
open subgroups. 
Fact 2.1 [14. Chapter 41. 
(a) For u subgroup H of a topological group G td(H) = td(G) n H. 
(b) For a fumily {GL} of precompuct abelian groups td(n G,) = n td(G,). 
(c) For a precompact ubelian group G 
td(G) = {X E G: k(, ) t x IS orsion for eveq churacuter y : G + T’}. 
In particular, td(G) is u subgroup of G and td(‘iT) = Q/Z. 
(d) A precompact abelian group H such that td(i?) C: H is totally minimal. 
Item (c) shows that tdj-) is a functorial subgroup in the category of precompact 
abelian groups, for further properties of this subgroup see [ 14, Chapter 41. The subgroup 
td(G) was introduced in [ 171 for a compact abelian group G (in that case td(G) coincides 
with the sum of all totally disconnected closed subgroups of G, this explains the notation 
td(G)). 
Lemma 2.2. lffor each 0 the (precompact) group G,, is a quotient of a zero-dimensional 
(precompact) group of the same weight, then so does the product flrrEl G,,. 
Proof. Let for each CE E I the (precompact) group G, be a quotient of a zero-dimensional 
(precompact) group H, of the same weight. Set G = n, G, and H = I_I,, H,,. Then 
H is zero-dimensional and u)(H) = w(G) = sup,{~u~(G,)}. It remains to note that G 
is isomorphic to a quotient of H. 0 
Claim 2.3. Let 9 : H + G be a continuous surjective open map qf topological spaces 
and let P be a subspace of G. Then the restriction 9% of the map p to the subspace 
H, = p - ’ (P) is open. 
Proof. To show that $ is open take a point x E HI and a neighbourhood [T of .I. in HI. 
Then there exists a neighbourhood IIT of x in H such that IT = HI f’ II-. To show that 
I/~(U) is a neighbourhood of $(.r) in P note that if for 11’ c IIT P(W) t P, then (11 E HI, 
so w E HI n II’ = U. Hence p(T,IY) n P C p(U) = $I([~). 0 
Lemma 2.4. If the group G is a quotient sf’a Nero-dinlerlsionLII group (of weight w(G)), 
then so does ever? subgroup of G (of rtaeight w(G)). 
Proof. Let y : H + G be a continuous surjective homomorphism and suppose H is zero- 
dimensional. Then for every subgroup P of G the restriction 61 of the homomorphism 
+J to the group HI = PI’ (P) is open according to the above claim and obviously HI 
is zero-dimensional. Clearly w(H) > uj(H~ ) 3 w(P). If W(G) = w(H). then u)(G) > 
w(Hi) 3 w(P), so that if W(P) = ,ul(G). then we have also w(H,) = w(P). 0 
The class 2 of zero-dimensional groups is closed under taking products and subgroups. 
This fact, along with Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 below, suggest to consider mainly 
classes of topological groups closed under taking products and subgroups. In fact. for a 
class P of topological groups denote by E(P) the smallest class of topological groups 
containing P and closed under taking products and subgroups. Clearly. E(P) consists of 
subgroups of products of groups in P. 
Corollary 2.5. [f the group G is u quotient qf a ,ero-dimerzsioncrl group (of’ the same 
sleight), then so does every group (of uleight > w(G)) in the class E(G) generated by G. 
Proof. Let P E E(G). Then there exist a family of groups G,, E P. such that P is a 
subgroup of the product fl G,. Now Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4 apply. 0 
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Denote by U the product of the family { U(n)}r=, , where U(n) is the group of 
n x n unitary matrices. Then U_J is a compact metrizable group and by Peter-Weyl-van 
Kampen’s theorem [22, 22.141 E(U) coincides with the class of all precompact groups, 
while E(T) coincides with the class of all precompact abelian groups. In Lemma 2.8 
below we prove that T is a quotient of a zero-dimensional group HT of a countable 
weight (the proof of Lemma 2.8 is independent of Lemma 2.6 and Corollary 2.7). By 
Corollary 2.5 this yields that the class of precompact abelian groups is ind-representable. 
The construction of HT 
Let Q > 0 be a cardinal. Now we associate with every quotient homomorphism 
& : HT -+ T and every subgroup P of T” a homomorphism Sp : Hp -+ P defined as 
follows. For the product homomorphism @ = S@ : Hf --t 7F obtained from ST consider 
the subgroup HP = @- ’ (P) of H$ and the surjective homomorphism 
bp:Hp -+ P, (1) 
where 6p is the restriction of @ on Hp. Since every precompact abelian group P of 
weight cy is isomorphic to a subgroup of T*, we often feel free to speak of (1) also for 
such groups P. 
We anticipate the concrete construction of the homomorphism ST : HT + T (see 
Lemma 2.8 below) with a description of the properties of the homomorphism (1). 
Lemma 2.6. Let 6~ : HT + T be a quotient homomorphism, let Q > 0 be a cardinal 
and let P be u subgroup of ‘IF. 
(a) The homomorphism (1) is open. Moreover; if HT has countable weight and w(P) = 
max{w, cr}, then w(Hp) = w(P). 
(b) If the group Ha is precompact and ker& is o-connected, then the group HP is 
o-connected. 
(c) If there exists a continuous surjective homomorphism 6~ : Ha + T, where HT is 
a precompact abelian group of countable weight with td(&) G HT, then 6~ is 
open and the group Hp is (totally) minimal whenever P is (totally) minimal. 
Proof. (a) Since @ = SF is obviously open and surjective we can apply Claim 2.3 to 
the subgroup HP = G-‘(P) of H,* and conclude that the restriction Sp of @ to Hp 
is open. Thus P is a quotient of Hp. Now w(HF) = max{w, a} obviously implies 
w(Hp) < max{w,a}, so that w(Hp) = max{w,cr} = W(P) since @ ~~~ is open and 
the weight is monotone under open surjective maps. 
Let us denote by 6: (&,a -+ T” the extension of @ to the completion @$ of HF. 
(We shall see in Lemma 2.8 that HT can be chosen with & = ‘iI’*, but this is not 
relevant here.) We note, for further use in (b) and (c), that 5 sends the completion ??, 
of Hp onto the completion p of P by the compactness of HP. Moreover, this implies 
actually HP == g-‘(P), since HP contains kerg. We fix the notation f = 5 1~~ for 
the restriction Hp 4 P. 
(b) Assume P is o-connected, then P is connected. Since o-connectedness is preserved 
by products and ker 6T is o-connected by hypothesis, it follows that ker @ = (ker ST)” is 
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o-connected. Consequently, ker 5 = ker @ is connected. Now we can conclude that the 
group Hp is connected as the quotient HP/ kerg ” p is connected [22, (7.14)]. 
(c) Now suppose that HT is abelian with td(HT) C HT and there is a continuous 
homomorphism ST : HT + ‘F onto TIT. By Fact 2.1(d) the group HT is totally minimal, 
hence S is open. By Fact 2.1 we have td(fi$) = td(HT)“. Assume that P is (totally) 
minimal. We have to show that also the group Hp is (totally) minimal. For the completion 
P = p in T* consider the continuous open and surjective homomorphism f : HP + 7 
obtained in (a). Then the group P’ = f-‘(P) has a compact subgroup N = kerf such 
that P E P’/N is (totally) minimal. By the three-space-theorem in [19] also the group 
P’ is (totally) minimal, Since Hp C P’ C HP the groups HP and P’ have also a 
common completion P’ = pp. Consequently the subgroup td(P’) is essential (totally 
dense) in Hp (see [14, Chapter 4, Local Minimality Criterion-Theorem 4.3.71); let us 
recall here that a subgroup H of a topological group G is totally dense (essential) if 
for every nontrivial closed normal subgroup N of G the intersection H n N is dense 
(nontrivial) in N. It remains to recall that td(ffp) C td(HF) C H,“, so that Fact 2.1(a) 
implies 
td(P’) = td(%) n P’ c H; n P’ c Hp (2) 
(actually, the last inclusion is an equality, but we do not need it). Now the total density 
(respectively essentiality) of td(P’) in HP and (2) yield that Hp is totally dense (respec- 
tively essential) in HP. Thus Hp is totally minimal (minimal) by the Local Minimality 
Criterion [14, lot. cit.]. 0 
Corollary 2.7. If there exists a continuous surjective homomorphism 6~ : HT + T, 
where HT is a zero-dimensional precompact abelian group of countable weight with 
td(HT) g HT and ker 5T is o-connected, then for every precompact abelian group P 
the homomorphism (1) is quotient and the zero-dimensional group Hp is (totally) min- 
imal (respectively o-connected) ijf P is (totally) minimal (respectively o-connected) and 
w(Hp) = W(P). 
Proof. By item (c) of Lemma 2.6 the group HG will be (totally) minimal (respectively 
o-connected) if the group G is (totally) minimal (respectively o-connected). Since total 
minimality and o-connectedness are obviously preserved by quotients, clearly HG. will 
be totally minimal (respectively o-connected) iff G is totally minimal (respectively o- 
connected). To prove that this extends to minimality as well assume that HG is minimal. 
Note that the closed subgroup ker 6~ of HG is o-connected (as a power of the o-connected 
group ker VG), hence k&& is connected, and consequently divisible [22, (24.25)]. Now 
the quotient G = HG/ ker 77~ is minimal by the equivalence of (a) and (c) in [ 14, Exercise 
4.5.141. 0 
Lemma 2.8. There exists a zero-dimensional subgroup HT of T’ containing (Q/Z)’ and 
a quotient homomorphism 6~ : HT -+ T with ker ST o-connected. 
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Proof. Let T = L I @ L2 @ Q/Z be a splitting of T as an abstract abelian group, such that 
Li # 0 # L? (it suffices to use the isomorphism T E Q/Z%@‘)). Then Hi = LI @Q/Z 
and Hz = Lz + Q/Z are zero-dimensional dense subgroups of T satisfying 
H, +H2 =T. (31 
In fact. since T is divisible, it is clear that both LI and L2 are divisible. So that Lt 
and L: are infinite subgroups of ‘IT. and consequently, dense in T. Hence both 2, = 
(0) U (T \ L,) and Z:! = (0) U (T \ Lz) are zero-dimensional. Since Ht and Hz are 
subspaces of, respectively Zz and Z1. we are through. 
Consider the subgroup HT = HI x Hz of ‘Ir’. Obviously HT is a zero-dimensional 
group. On the other hand, both HI and Hz are precompact groups with completion 
isomorphic to the compact group T, thus 2~ = T’. Then the homomorphism 6 : T x T 4 
T defined by C;(:r. y) = z + :y sends HT onto T by (3). 
It remains to check that the continuous surjective homomorphism 0~ = 6 1~~ is 
open. To this end it suffices to apply Lemma 2.6(c) (since HT satisfies td(@r) C HT as 
td(HT) = (Q/Z)’ by Fact 2.1(b), (c)l. Another proof, avoiding the use of Lemma 2.6 
is based on Sulley-Grant’s lemma (see. for example. [14, Lemma 4.3.21). It suffices 
to check that ker OT = kerh n HT is dense in kerfi = { (.r, -s): .T E ‘IT}. Indeed, the 
inclusion Q/z x Q/Z C HT yields kerlia = { (.I.. -.c): .r E Q/Z}, so that ker& is 
dense in kerb since Q/;Z is dense in YT. This proves also that kerha is o-connected. •I 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Now we shall modify the group HT obtained in the proof of 
Lemma 2.8 by means of the topological automorphism 1 of TJ” defined by (.r. y) + 
(.r + ;y. y). More precisely, with LI, LZ and HI as in the proof of Lemma 2.8 define a 
(discontinuous) homomorphism f : T + ‘IT by setting f(H, ) = 0 and f [L?= idL?. Now 
set 
HT = GraphP + (0) x (Q/E). 
Obviously HT 2 (Q/Z)’ and the first projection p: TIT’ - ‘IT sends HT onto If. By (c) 
of Lemma 2.6 the restriction ‘m of p to HT is open. Now kerm = (0) x (Q/Z), so 
that for the product homomorphism v$? : H; -+ T” we have ker$$ = (0) x (Q/z)U. 
Note that HT is zero-dimensional since I is a homeomorphism, hence preserves zero- 
dimensionality. 
To prove the theorem fix an abelian precompact group G of weight (Y. We can assume 
without loss of generality that G is a subgroup of ‘IT”. Applying our construction to the 
quotient m : HT --f ‘IT we define a quotient homomorphism TG : Hc 4 G as in (1). but in 
our case one can easily see that the subgroup HG of H$’ is actually (G x ‘P) n H+. The 
extension 5: (P)rr 4 T” of the product homomorphism r$ : HF ---f ‘P (as considered 
in Lemma 2.6 (a) in the case of Q). is nothing else but the first projection ‘!P x TIT” --i 
If” (composed with the canonical isomorphism (Ir’)a 2 T” x T”). Hence, as in the 
general case, Hc: = ?? x YP and nc; coincides with the restriction of the first projection 
Y x TIT” + ‘Ji’” to Hc. 
To finish the proof note that by virtue of Corollary 2.7 HG is (totally) minimal (respec- 
tively o-connected) if the group G is (totally) minimal (respectively o-connected). 0 
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. We prove first that T is a quotient of a zero-dimensional torsion- 
free precompact group H of countable weight. Let Iw = Q @? L’ @ L” be a splitting of 
the discrete linear space R over the field Q such that L’ # 0 # L”. Then H’ = Q + L’ 
is a zero-dimensional dense subgroup of R containing Q. The same property has the 
subgroup H” = Q + L”. Moreover, 
H’ + H” = R. (4) 
For a prime p let 1, denote the unit of the ring Z, of p-adic integers. Set N = npEp Z,, 
1 = (l*)p@ l Nand,u=(l,l)~RxN.Let 
@:iR x N + G = (IR x N)/(,u) 
be the canonical homomorphism. Then the open set U = (- l/4,1/4) x N has the 
property (U - U) n (u) = 0, thus Q is injective on U, so by the local compactness 
of IR, 4 is a local homeomorphism. Thus also its restrictions on H’ x N and H” x N 
are local homeomorphisms. Since dim H’ x N = dim H” x N = 0, the subgroups 
HI = $(H’ x N) and Hz = qh(H” x N) of G are zero-dimensional. Let us note now 
that G/#(N) 2 R/Z ” ‘IT and let $1: G 4 G/$(N) be the canonical homomorphism. 
Note that the group G is compact since its subgroup 4(N) and the quotient G/4(N) are 
compact. Moreover, G is torsion-free. To prove it, we show first that N/(l) is torsion- 
free. Indeed, assume that q< E (1) for some [ = (&,) E N and 4 E IP. Then q< = kl 
with h- E N and Ic # 0 as N is torsion-free. Now the element q& = kl, belongs to 
qZ, which yields k = qk1 for some h-1 E N. Since N is torsion-free we conclude that 
; = Jql E (1). c onsequently N/(l) is torsion-free. This yields that all torsion elements 
of G are contained in the subgroup NI = (JR x (l))/(u) = (R + (,(L))/(U) ” R. Since IR 
is torsion-free, this proves that G is torsion-free as well. 
On the other hand, (4) yields 
$(H,) + $(Hz) = T. (5) 
Consider the subgroup HT = HI x Hz of G’. Obviously HT is a zero-dimensional 
torsion-free group and the homomorphism S : G x G + T defined by S(r, y) = g(x) + 
,4(y) sends HT onto T by (5), so that its restriction &T : HT + T is surjective. 
Moreover, both HI and HZ are precompact groups with completion gi isomorphic to 
the compact group G, thus g~ = G’. Finally, by the choice of H’ and H”, $(Hi) 2 Q/Z 
and Hi 2 ker $ = 4((,~) + N) f or i = 1,2. Hence, by Fact 2.1(t), Hi 2 $-‘(Q/Z) 2 
td(G) for i = 1.2. Now HT has the same property, i.e., HT 2 td(HT), by the productivity 
of td (see Fact 2.1(b)). An application of Corollary 2.7 proves now the theorem since 
HT is precompact and has countable weight. 0 
Remark 2.9. The reader familiar with Pontryagin duality must have noticed that the 
group G in the above proof is the Pontryagin dual of the the discrete group Q, conse- 
quently. many properties of G can be obtained by standard arguments based on Pontryagin 
duality [22. (24.23), (25.26)]. Now, with 7r a set of prime numbers, take instead of Q the 
the subring Qx of Q that consists of fractions with no primes from 7r in the denominator, 
i.e., generated by Z and {l/p: p E p \ YT}. Then the Pontryagin dual G, of Qv is the 
quotient G/Q~(&,, Z,) of G, and G, E 3, [14, Exercise 3.8.191. The above proof 
works with G, instead of G. In particular, with rr = p we get Qp = Z. Gp = T and HT 
as in the proof of Lemma 2.8. 
Proof of Corollary 1.3. Theorem 1.2 implies that for 7r (I p every group in 3= is 
a quotient of a zero-dimensional group of the same weight from 3n. i.e.. 3R is ind- 
representable. 
Now take G E 1. Then by a theorem of Prodanov [26] G is precompact. In the case of 
minimality. i.e., G E M. the stronger Prodanov-Stoyanov theorem [37] applies. Hence 
in both cases G is precompact. so that we can carry out the construction described in the 
proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Moreover, we can claim that the group HG obtained by 
either of our procedures will have the same properties. This yields that both 7 and M 
are ind-representable. 
Let us observe now that if (p and Q are two properties preserved by the correspondence 
G +- HG, then also the conjunction ?3 A iz and the disjunction !?3 V Q are preserved as 
well. Since the correspondence defined in Theorem 1.1 preserves (total) minimality and o- 
connectedness. while the one from Theorem 1.2 preserves (total) minimality and being in 
3, (r C p), this proves that the classes described in our corollary are ind-representable. 
For rr1.7~. 7~3 C p set Y,,.,,.,, = 3,, U (3T, n M) U (3=, n 7) and Sn = 
{y,,,,,,,,: ~1 1 ~2. ~3 C I?}. It is clear, that all classes obtained in our corollary are 
unions X U y with X E S = {C.C il M.C n I} and y g Sn. It can be shown that 
all these unions are distinct except the trivial cases imposed by particular choices of 
Y,,.,,,,,. but this will go beyond our more restricted aim to find 2” ind-representable 
classes (see some particular cases after the proof of the corollary). We are going to prove 
only that the unions X U y and X U y’ are distinct when two of the sets rr, appearing in 
y and JJ’ coincide with p, i.e., setting S, = {3X, 3, n M. 3* n I}. we have 3; E ,Srr 
and y’ E Sk with TT # 7r’. We show first that if ,Y CJ 3: C .Y U y’ with J’ E S, and 
J” C Sk. it follows that y C y’. Clearly, it suffices to see that y C: C U y’ yields 
y C y’. First we show that in C TT’. Assume rr g rr’, then there exists p E rr \ 7r’. To 
arrive at a contradiction it suffices to note that for [) E i? 
3{,1} n 7- $Z 3F\{,J) UC. (6) 
For an example to this effect take the compact group Gf,) defined in Remark 2.9 (the 
Pontryagin dual of the group U&,)), then Gb,l E 3tp) and Gb,) $ 3p,1,1. Now the 
group G{,) x Z(p) has the same properties and obviously does not belong to C. This 
proves that r C 7r’. Next we note that the group Z equipped with the 6-adic topology 
witnesses 3~ g CUM ([25], or [14, Example 2.5.61). Finally, 3onM g CU(3p\1,,1n7) 
is witnessed by Z’ equipped with any minimal non-totally-minimal topology (see [ 131. 
or [14, Example .5.1.15]). 0 
One can show that along with (6) also the following hold: 3{(P) g 3~\{,) U M U C. 
and 3{[,) n C 5Z 3~\{,,) U M. 
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On the other hand, X C: X’ U Y’ with X, X’ E S and JJ’ E S,! implies that X C X’ 
when rr’ # P. In fact, fix p E p\n’. It suffices to find, for each pair X 2 X’ in S, a group 
G that belongs to &, and G E X \ A” (then G $! X’ U Y’). Take the p-torsion subgroup 
of T for the difference C \ M. For the difference (C n M) \ 7 consider the quotient 
homomorphism f : G + Gb,l, where G{,l is as before and G is the compact group 
built in the proof of Theorem 1.2 (the Pontryagin dual of Q). For each q E JP, q # p. 
fix a nonzero element rq E 4(Z,), fix an element z E G \ td(G) and finally consider 
a nontrivial p-torsion element y of Gb,l. Then the subgroup H of G{,> generated by 
{f(s,)),, 0~) and Y IS d ense and essential, hence minimal [14, Theorem 4.3.71. On 
the other hand, H does not contain the torsion subgroup of Gb,l, so that H cannot be 
totally minimal [14. Example 4.3.61. Consequently, H E (C n M) \ 7. 
3. Further comments and open questions 
By a more sophisticated argument which exploits fully the structure of the Pontryagin 
dual G of Q one can find a zero-dimensional subgroup H of the group G such that 
an appropriate quotient of H is ‘K (to establish zero-dimensionality of H one needs the 
countable sum theorem [20, Theorem 7.2.11). However, such a presentation of G does 
not satisfy condition (b) of Lemma 2.6, hence cannot ensure lifting of o-connectedness. 
Note that Corollary 1.3 leaves open the question: which of the classes C n FT, with 
T # IF’, are ind-representable? 
Minimal@ 
Our first lifting procedure provides a zero-dimensional group HG which is minimal 
iff the group G is minimal (Theorem 1.1). More precisely, since for each X one has 
H/$ g HGx, it follows that K(HG) = K(G). where K is the critical power of minimality 
measuring the least nonminimal power of a group (see [14, Section 6.31; [15,16]). This 
leaves open the following question in the spirit of Uspenskij’s result [43] mentioned in 
the Introduction. 
Question 3.1. Is it possible to present every precompact abelian group G as a quotient 
of a zero-dimensional minimal abelian group H (of the same weight)? 
Problem 3.2. Find other cardinal invariants preserved by the correspondence G H HG 
for a precompact abelian group G. 
A categorical look 
We showed that there are many possibilities for a presentation HG 4 G of G as a 
quotient of a zero-dimensional group HG. The different possible groups HT in the proof 
of Lemma 2.8 can be chosen in at least 2w ways (actually in 22y‘ ways), while there are 
only countably many topological group isomorphisms between their completions ( C ‘Ii”). 
Hence there are at least 2w of them which are pairwise nonisomorphic. Consequently the 
group HG need not depend (up to isomorphism) on the group G. 
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Question 3.3. Is it possible to impose such properties of HG which will determine it up 
to isomorphism? 
It would be desirable to find further properties of our lifting by : HG 4 G which 
witness better its categorical nature. Let us note that 6~ is a lifting of a fixed embedding 
i : G - ‘P. How much does HG depend (up to isomorphism) on i? 
Nonubeliun groups 
We do not know if it is possible to extend our construction in the nonabelian case. As 
a first step in this direction one can show that if u is a quotient of a zero-dimensional 
precompact group H of countable weight, then every precompact group of weight cr is 
a quotient of a subgroup of H” (with a proof similar to the first part of the proof of 
Lemma 2.6(a) with ‘JY replaced by u). So that it remains to answer the following 
Question 3.4. Is it possible to find a zero-dimensional (totally minimal) group H of 
countable weight such that U is isomorphic to a quotient of H without any recourse to 
free topological groups? 
More generally, one can ask which properties are preserved under the lifting (at least 
the one ensured by Shakhmatov’s theorem). In particular, which of the following classes 
of precotnpact groups is ind-representable: (totally) minimal groups, o-connected groups, 
torsion-free groups etc. (compare with Question 3.5 below). 
The subsets td(G) need not be subgroups in the nonabelian case. Moreover, contrary 
to the abelian case the subgroup generated by td(G) need not be zero-dimensional. In 
fact, for a simple connected compact Lie group G this subgroup coincides with the whole 
group G. 
Nonprecotnpact groups 
Here the role of the co-generators UJ and ‘IT can be played by the universal groups. 
Uspenskij [40] proved that the group U of all autohomeomorphisms of the Hilbert cube is 
a universal group of countable weight, i.e., every group of countable weight is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of U. Hence the class E(U) coincides with the class of the subgroups of 
products of groups of countable weight. It is known that the latter class coincides with 
that of u-bounded groups (see [21,3] or [41]). Now by Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 
every quotient homomorphism H + U with a zero-dimensional group H of countable 
weight will produce also a presentation of any d-bounded group as a quotient of a zero- 
dimensional (d-bounded) group of the same weight. This will produce a new proof of 
Coban’s result quoted in (c) of the Introduction. The existence of a universal abelian 
group of countable weight, as well as that of a universal group of weight T > ul is still 
an open question. 
The totally minimal groups need not be precompact in the nonabelian case [9]. The 
following counterpart of Corollary 1.3 remains open 
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Question 3.5. Which of the following classes of topological groups are ind-representable: 
minimal groups, totally minimal groups, o-connected groups? 
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